J&J Mobile Detailing Services Contract

This agreement for Detailing Services between _______________________ (hereafter referred to as, “Client”) and J&J Mobile Detailing. (Hereafter referred to as "Contractor") is made and entered into upon the following date: ___/___/___.

The above mentioned parties hereby agree to the following terms:

1. Client will give Contractor access to the vehicle during regular business hours and any additional mutually agreed upon times.
2. Client will receive the following: a regular wash which includes hand washing; vacuuming floors; cleaning the interior and exterior windows; wipe down dash and console; cleaning cup holders; clean rims; tire shine; and door jams.
3. Client will pay Contractor $______.00 for quarterly services (3 months) (12 car washes) up front to be performed weekly unless the weather is not permissible. The client can have a regular wash performed on another vehicle to compensate for missed services. The client will continue to receive regular car washing until contract has been fulfilled.
4. The contractor will provide a complimentary Express Wash & Wax or leather condition the seats (if applicable) every month.
5. The contractor will provide the client a receipt book to track services provided. The contractor will provide the client an invoice for tax purposes if needed.
6. Contractor will begin performing Mobile Detailing Services on ___/___/___.
7. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. Client may terminate this contract with written notice.

In witness to their agreement to these terms, the Client and Contactor sign their signatures below:

_____________________________________________________ Date________________
Signature of the Client

_____________________________________________________ Date________________
Signature of the Contractor

www.jandjmobiledetailing.com

(901)949-5977